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6 T IPS  TO MAKING THE
TRANSIT ION INTO HYBRID WORK
SMOOTH ON THE IT  FRONT

Pre-pandemic, a company thought about IT set-ups
only in the realm of the office: Does every employee
get a company laptop? What type of set up do we
need in conference rooms? What software should we
buy for presentations?

But as with everything else, the pandemic changed
how we thought about IT in an office capacity.
Because the office was no longer the only place
everyone worked in.

That meant that IT not only had to become optimal
for the new hybrid work strategy, but it also had to
expand in terms of location. Wherever the worker
was, their place of work had to be IT optimal.

We know that this change brings about many
questions: How do I give my employees the right
tech set up at home? How do I equip rooms for
hybrid meetings? What new tools do I need for
hybrid work collaboration?

But that's what we're here to help with. This guide
supports all companies making the transition to
hybrid work, and answers the most fundamental and
frequently asked questions about making your IT set
up hybrid optimal. Use this guide, which includes tips
and tricks for your transition.
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YOUR COMPANY ISN 'T  THE ONLY ONE
MAKING THE SWITCH TO HYBRID WORK.
THERE IS  A  WAY TO MAKE THIS  CHANGE
EFFECTIVELY ,  AND SEAMLESSLY  — SEATT I  IS
HERE TO HELP YOU.



With your new hybrid work model, communication is
everything. While before you may have just been able to walk to
your colleague's desk to ask them a question, now you have to
find a way to communicate with them just as quickly — even if
they're not in the office.

It's not a surprise that tools like Microsoft Teams and Slack
shot up in usage over the course of the pandemic. Companies
needed a way to keep connecting their teams, despite
everyone being in different locations (aka at home). And this
won't stop just because offices are opening back up.

In contrast, we believe that it will only continue growing, now
that companies are moving towards the hybrid working model.
Which means, you have to find a way to connect those
employees who will be going into the office and those who will
continue working from home.

An application like Microsoft Teams is ideal for this reason. It
integrates your Microsoft Outlook calendar, which ideally is
connected to the video conferencing tool you can use on a
daily basis. And it also has a chat function, in which individual
colleagues can talk to each other for any office communication.

But the most useful function, is the Teams option. A place in
which you can create different “Teams” channels, based on
certain projects or departments (or just those colleagues you
like best!). You can start discussions, send files, and organise
meetings and calls — all in one place.
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TIP 1
USE THE R IGHT
COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM

80%
OF THEIR

WORKING TIME
ON COMMS

PLATFORMS*

EMPLOYEES
NOW SPEND

*Source:
https://hbr.org/2016/01/col

laborative-overload
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TIP 2

INSTALL  THE R IGHT SET  UP FOR 
HYBRID MEETINGS

Companies need to think about investing in simple and effective
technology to unite every employee — whether they are working
remotely or are in the office. If you are moving to the hybrid model,
this also means making your meetings hybrid.

One of the important things to remember, is to not fall into what is
called “proximity bias” (if you're not sure what this means, we
explain it here). Remember that it is imperative to make sure all
your employees are treated equally, and attain the same level of
attention, regardless of where they're working from.

For that to work, you have to invest in the right type of set up for
creating hybrid meetings: a meeting where employees who are in
the office (or in a meeting room) can also connect with those who
are joining from home. That means, installing a video conferencing
system in the office.

Concretely, you have to consider installing the right type of
cameras in meeting rooms. Not only should these be of high
quality, but they should also be set up at an angle so that the
entire room, or at least all the meeting attendees in the room, are
visible. On the other side, you also have to provide big enough
screens so that meeting attendees, who are joining virtually, are
visible to everyone in the office meeting room.

Lastly, sound is critical. Ensure that loudspeakers have a good
enough quality so that everyone is heard. And this, again, goes
both ways: a good microphone so that remote workers can listen
in on the discussion in the room, and good speakers so that those
at home are heard in the office.

INVEST IN A BIG
SCREEN

HIGH QUALITY
CAMERAS

LOUD
MICROPHONES

https://en.seatti.co/articles/8-schritte-hybrid-work-effektiv-zu-managen


You might have already considered, or even completed this step, but nevertheless,
it's an important one to review. And it's all about making the set-up at home just as
efficient and comfortable, as it is in the office.

If you will be transitioning to hybrid work, that means that employees will be
spending X number of days or time in their own home office (or maybe in a co-
working space). However, for them to be able to work at home without any
problems, they have to have a similar technological set up than they do in the
office.

Think about the fact that some employees might not have any type of optimal set
up for working from home — especially in the direction of IT. That means, you
might have to provide them with new tech tools so that they can work efficiently
from home. For example, someone from sales might need a new headset that
isolates their microphone from any background noises at home. A graphic
designer might want a big screen at home, so they can see the bigger picture, well,
actually big.

But while the idea might seem great, the logistics can become tricky. The question
often becomes, how do you budget for making remote work set-ups optimal? And
there are different options for approaching this.

On the one hand, some companies give their employees a max budget (e.g.,
€2,500) and allow them to pick and choose the tools they want to buy. The plus
side to this, is that you do not impose what you think each employee should buy.
Some might rather have a great, high-quality screen, but care less about a mouse
or keyboard.
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TIP 3

FACIL ITATE THE REMOTE
WORKER SET  UP



Other companies would rather organise new set-ups for their employees themselves. The
plus side to this, is that many tech companies can negotiate business deals for other
companies. And buying tools in bulk usually means a mass discount. And it doesn't mean
imposing your own preferences over those of your employees. 

This way, you can still collect the different needs and demands from your employees on
what they want or need for their ideal tech set up. Again, some workers might need faster
broadband, while others would rather you invest in a better microphone.

You can also consider the possibility of giving the option of mobile work, instead of just
remote work. This means, instead of making workers work from their own home when they
are not working from the office, it allows them to work from anywhere - e.g. a co-working
space, café, beach, Airbnb. This means, creating an IT set up that is optimised for this type
of flexibility.

And that would include investing in mobile tools, such as wireless keyboards and mouses.
The plus side to this would be, that you would only have to acquire one set up for each
employee. Because at the end of the day, what they can take home, or to the beach, they
can also take to the office. All the employee has to do is pack up their keyboard and
mouse and move it around with them, from wherever they are working.
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OPTION 1
GIVE EACH EMPLOYEE A MAX BUDGET TO SPEND ON
THEIR PREFERRED SET UP

OPTION 2
BUY SET UP FOR EACH EMPLOYEE DEPENDING ON
THEIR NEEDS

OPTION 3
CREATE MOBILE WORK,  GIVING EACH EMPLOYEE
JUST ONE TECH SET UP



TIP 4

MAKE DOCKING STATIONS UNIVERSAL

Hybrid work does not only mean accommodating remote workers or updating meeting
rooms to integrate virtual attendees. It also means optimising the current office space to
adapt it to flex office spaces or shared desk systems.

Some companies are implementing shared desk systems to reduce their office size and
allow some workers to work from home. But Desk Sharing can only work efficiently and
effectively if you also create versatile desks.

"Versatile desk" might sound like a futuristic concept, but it just means equipping each
desk with an IT set up that works for different types of laptops, workers or systems. For
example, if you give your employees flexibility in the type of work laptop they prefer to
have (Microsoft vs. Apple), then you also have to ensure that each desk is equipped with
Microsoft or Apple laptop chargers.

Similarly, different employees might have different generation laptops, depending on
when they started in the company. Unfortunatley, that also usually means different
chargers. Think about equipping your desks with hybrid docking stations that
accommodate all these different type of devices.

lternatively, you can also start a BYOD - Bring your own Device - trend. This is especially
easy for those companies who do not supply their employees with laptops. Everyone just
brings their own laptop, charger and IT set up, and that's that. However, for those
companies who do supply workers with their own computer, you can still do BYOD. It
just means, everyone has to always remember to bring their own charger, HDMI cable or
IT set up.

Lastly, you can always think about providing computers of your own accord at each desk.
That means, at home, employees use their own (or company-provided) laptop, but they
will not bring these into the office. Because at the office, each desk will have a computer,
with its own IT set up (charger, headset, HDMI cable, etc.).
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Hybrid work means rethinking the current IT set up in your company, and investing in new
tools and systems that can facilitate this new working model. However, it can quickly
become overwhelming for employees if you overload them with 50 new applications and
system that they need to use to ensure a "seamless and efficient transition".

All of a sudden, efficiency is lost with hours spent on workshops and training of different
tools. For that reason, we suggest you try to find tools that are easily integrable into
systems that you might already be using. With the large-scale transition of many
companies to hybrid work, there has been a great push in companies to find ways to
integrate one another into their tools.

But that's just one way of facilitating the transition. The other way is to find tools that are
multi-scalable. That means that are scalable to all the different types of tasks you might
need to work efficiently: calendar, calls, chatting, desk sharing. And in practice, one large
change in which all employees are taught a complete revamp of their communication and
organisation tools is quicker (think, one day) than always integrating training for new tools
(think 1/2 hours per department every time you acquire a new tool).

Purchasing Microsoft 365 and Teams for the entire company, for example, is one of the
ways you can make this transition smoothly. It allows, for example, for you to have your
calendar, calls and chats all in one application. Microsoft also has partnerships with many
different companies, which allows for seamless and easy integration of different
applications into one system.

Just remember: the more random applications you give your employees, the less likely they
are to use them. One last thing to consider is to also ensure that whatever application you
purchase should be available both in the Desktop and Mobile version. Some employees
might prefer to isolate their work apps just on their desktop so that they can turn off once
they are at home. Others might want to use them on the go and need access to both. And
as you are trying to accommodate all types of workers and preferences, ensure that this is
possible. In this day and age, it should also not be too difficult to find apps that can work
on either device.

TIP 5

TRY TO CUT DOWN ON NEW TOOLS &
APPLICATIONS
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TIP 6

INVEST IN A  SHARED DESK BOOKING
TOOL

If you are one of the many companies that have decided to opt for implementing a flex
desk system, it is imperative to also invest in a tool that can facilitate such a change. Flex
desk systems simply mean that desks are no longer fixed to one employee (or only certain
desks are fixed for certain employees). Rather, desks are able to be booked by employees
who want to come into the office.

We've already talked about the great advantages of this
type of system (cost reduction, pandemic restrictions,
etc.), but what we have to emphasise is the fact that this
implementation cannot just happen without any support.
Employees want the security of knowing, that if they drive
all the way to the office, they have a desk secured for
them.

They might also want to know who else has booked a
desk, and where, when considering planning their daily
work location or work week. For these necessities to be
met, it is smart to invest in a tool that can provide all
these types of demands and wishes.

At Seatti, that's what we focus on. We make it possible for
employees to not only book desks in the office, but also to
see who else is planning to be in the office (and where
they are sitting), to bring back that collaborative element
that we have been missing from remote work.

To make things easier, we have integrated floorplans to
give a great overview of the office space, and for
employees to decide where they want to sit on a given
day. On top of that, we have integrated a data analytics
dashboard that gives an overview of office usage. This
means, you can find out which spaces are utilised more
than others, and can use this data for office optimisation.
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CHRISTOPHER BIERI
Co-Founder & CEO

chris@seatti.co
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CONTACT

US
We're always happy to tell you more about

the future of work or help you implement

your new hybrid working model.

We're just a click or a call away whenever

you need us. We'd also be very happy to

share our tool with you, which we believe is

the simplest and most efficient way to

facilitate hybrid work.

PAULA KOLLER ALONSO
Growth Manager
paula@seatti.co

To find out more information about our fully integrated Microsoft Office

365 Management tool, visit our website!

www.seatti.co

To keep up to date with everything from hybrid work to flex office

management, follow us on LinkedIn!

@Seatti

To learn how our tool works, you can book a demo with one of our team

members and see for yourself!

https://calendly.com/paula-seatti/30min


